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Bimetallic nanoparticles constitute a promising type of catalysts, mainly because their physical and
chemical properties may be tuned by varying their chemical composition, atomic ordering, and size.
Today, the design of novel nanocatalysts is possible through a combination of virtual lab simulations
on massive parallel computing and modern electron microscopy with picometre resolution on one
hand, and the capability of chemical analysis at the atomic scale on the other. In this work we show how
the combination of theoretical calculations and characterization can solve some of the paradoxes
reported about nanocatalysts: Au–Pd bimetallic nanoparticles. In particular, we demonstrate the key
role played by adsorbates, such as carbon monoxide (CO), on the structure of nanoalloys. Our results
imply that surface condition of nanoparticles during synthesis is a parameter of paramount importance.

Introduction
The boom in nanotechnology research and development of new
methods in the last few decades has helped to begin to understand the mechanisms that control the growth of bimetallic
particles. This has been a major technological problem affecting
a variety of applications ranging from environment to new
energy sources. For instance, a very significant application is the
case of fuel cells which are severely limited to the use of platinum
in large concentrations. However, since this metal is very scarce,
a
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a massive application using large amounts of it would be physically impossible. Therefore, one of the most important challenges for the commercialization of fuel cells is the preparation of
robust and low-cost catalysts. In the last years a great emphasis
has been placed on the design of bimetallic nanoparticles to
improve the performance of many catalysts because their unique
catalytic properties are often superior to those of pure metals.1
We can speculate that if enough control of nanoparticle
growth is achieved, nanoparticles with a core of a less scarce
metal (such as copper) and an external layer made of one
monolayer of platinum could be designed.
A fundamental goal of nanocatalysis research is to produce
catalysts with maximum selectivity, extremely high activity, low
energy consumption, low production cost and long lifetime. This
can only be achieved by precisely controlling the size, shape,
chemical distribution and surface composition of nanoparticles.
For a very small size—just a few nanometres—reactivity of
metals can dramatically increase; as a consequence, metal
nanoparticles (NPs) can exhibit a variety of catalytic properties
with many practical applications. A good example is gold, which
goes from being a non-reactive ‘‘noble’’ metal in bulk form to
becoming a good catalyst when it is forming small clusters of few
atoms.2–4 It has also been shown that Pd NPs are more active
than Pd black and Pd/Al2O3 powders.5 The higher activity could
be understood in terms of the high surface to volume ratio and
the great amount of low-coordinated sites on the surface
produced by surface dislocations or disorder, which can make
the particles very reactive. The combination of Au and Pd to
form a bimetallic catalyst has been studied for a number of
reactions: aromatics hydrogenation,5 vinyl acetate synthesis,4
trichloroethene hydrodechlorination-TCE6 (the most common
hazardous
contaminants
in
groundwater),
gas-phase
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hydrodehalogenation of fluorinated compounds,7 hydrodesulfurization reactions,8 direct oxidation of hydrogen to form
hydrogen peroxide9 or n-heptane isomerization,10 cyclotrimerization of acetylene, selective oxidation of alcohols, and in
applications such as hydrogen fuel cells and pollution control
systems.11,12
Accordingly, the design of efficient catalysts based on metal
nanostructures, a fair understanding of the role of structure,
elemental composition, size, and morphology have to be achieved, and in order to reach this level of knowledge, the ability to
produce metal nanoparticles with a good control of these
features is critical. Chemical methods can produce nanoparticles
with controlled shape and size but the kinetic processes involved
in the method make it rather difficult to control the appearance
of core–shell structures.13 On the other hand, physical methods
such as inert gas condensation have emerged as a very good
technique. This allows a narrower size distribution and a great
control on the elemental composition of the nanoparticles, as it
mainly depends on the composition of the target.14–16 Through
this production method, particles with sizes below 5 nm adopting
decahedral or icosahedral morphologies can be easily obtained.
However, the understanding of the specific processes involved in
the production of the particles is incomplete, and this lack of
knowledge limits the capacity of avoiding unwanted issues, such
as agglomeration, that can be crucial in the lifetime of the
catalyst.17,18
Asoro et al.19 have monitored the coalescence of Pt nanoparticles by aberration (Cs) corrected STEM, and they have
demonstrated a methodology for determining fundamental sintering parameters, such as mass transport and grain boundary
mobility.
From a theoretical point of view, the energy, structure and
segregation (chemical ordering) of Pd–Au nanoalloys have been
reported, using a genetic algorithm20,21 for global geometry
optimization. In these works, the binding energy and the second
difference in energy were used as stability criteria. Using different
parameterizations of the Gupta semiempirical potential they
found PdcoreAushell segregation, and Pd–Au mixing. Very
recently, using density functional calculations (DFT), Yudanov
and Neyman,22 reported that segregation of Au atoms to the
edges of the particle surface is thermodynamically favorable,
whereas Pd occupies the facets. Therefore, the formation of
AucorePdshell nanoalloys seems to be unfavorable considering
only bare metallic nanoparticles. PdcoreAushell segregation is
2) against
favored by the lower surface energy of Au (96.8 meV A
2) which minimizes the overall nanoparticle
Pd (131 meV A
surface energy.
This work solves some of the paradoxes reported about Au–Pd
bimetallic nanoparticles, in particular the structure and chemical
ordering of one of the most important nanoalloys for catalysis
and a precursor for the growth of metal nanoparticles for cancer
research and treatment.4,23–25
This paper aims to contribute to a better understanding of
nanoalloys forming mechanisms, focusing specifically on Au/Pd
nanoparticles, one of the most important nanoalloys for catalysis. The core of this study lies in the use of computer simulations
in combination with aberration corrected STEM. We use a high
angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector to investigate the
coalescence of the nanoalloys when the microgrids where
5014 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 5013–5019

the particles are deposited are irradiated by the electron beam.
The use of the inert gas condensation technique is appropriate
because in this kind of synthesis it is possible to distinguish the
original particles from the coalesced particles by measuring their
sizes, while the use of high resolution HAADF microscopy
allows one to make an in-depth study on how the electron beam
affects the morphology, elemental distribution, and structure of
the nanoparticles.

Methods
Synthesis of NPs
Metal nanoparticles and nanoalloys were produced with a sputtering system Nanogen 50 from Mantis Deposition Ltd
using what is known as Inert Gas Condensation (IGC)
method.26,27 In the IGC process, a supersaturated vapor of
metal atoms is originated by sputtering a metal target in an inert
gas atmosphere of Ar and He. The Nanogen 50 system was
kept at low temperature by a coolant mixture, and before the
deposition of the nanoparticles the system pressure was set at 1 
109 Torr.
Under these conditions, gold and palladium nanoparticles
were produced in a two-step fashion using inert gas condensation. Firstly, a target composed of the metal A (either Au or Pd)
was used to grow monometallic nanoparticles, which—after their
flight into the synthesis chamber—were deposited onto
a substrate. Subsequently, the procedure is repeated on material
B (either Pd or Au), making the deposition on the same substrate
used with metal A. In the case of nanoalloys, an alloyed target
was employed to produce the particles in a single step procedure.
The production rate and size of the nanoparticles were
controlled through the variation of gas flow, partial pressure,
magnetron power, and condensation zone length. These
parameters were optimized to produce particles of 5.0 nm in
diameter. The nanoparticles were deposited directly onto the
carbon copper microgrids, which were used for observation
inside the electron microscope.
Characterization
The materials obtained were characterized using a JEOL

JEMARM200F operated at 200 kV (point resolution 0.8 A)
and a high brightness gun (X-FEG) FEI TITAN 60-300 operated
 equipped with a monoat 300 kV (point resolution 0.8 A)
chromator and a Gatan Tridiem 866 ERS energy filter (EELS/
EFTEM) for spectroscopy analysis. STEM images were
simultaneously recorded in bright field (BF) and HAADF
modes. In both microscopes, the probe correction was
performed through a dodecapole corrector (CEOS GmbH)
aligned through the CESCOR software. The HAADF images
were obtained setting the annular detector to make sure that it
easily satisfied the requirement to eliminate contributions from
unscattered or low-angle scattered electrons. In both cases, the
pixel spacing was calibrated using Si 110 lattice images in
HAADF mode; it was confirmed by a standard sample
composed of gold particles on amorphous carbon. Images were
commonly recorded from 10 to 16 seconds. The scanning size of
the EELS map was 43  56 pixels using an acquisition time of
0.12 seconds.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Computer simulation details
We have performed energy minimizations using a simulated
annealing procedure to find relaxed structures. A temperature
program starting from 50 K which was then increased linearly
until 400 K was used. Finally, temperature was reduced exponentially until it reached 0.5 K, using the Andersen thermostat
with a velocity-Verlet algorithm to produce the trajectories. We
have used a new interatomic potential, recently developed by
Mariscal et al.,28,29 to represent the interaction between various
atoms. The force-field is based on a bond-order Morse potential
to represent the interaction between CO molecules and the Pd/
Au atoms. To generate the required parameters, density functional calculations (DFT) were required as stated in our previous
work.29
The DFT calculations were performed using a cluster of 25 Pd
atoms with a CO molecule adsorbed on different sites (see ESI,
Table S1†). In each of the configurations selected, with the
molecule adsorbed on the equilibrium position (i.e., CO–Pd
distance at the re value), De parameter was changed self-consistently, keeping a as a constant, until the adsorption energy value
predicted by DFT calculations was reproduced. The optimized
values are shown in the ESI (Table S1†). The calculations within
the framework of DFT were performed with the SIESTA code.30
The valence electrons were described with a set of double-z
polarized (DZP) bases. The exchange and correlation effects
were described using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) in the functional Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE).
Results obtained, together with the potential parameters De and
re, are listed in Table S1 (see ESI†).
Adsorption of CO on the Au surface shows slightly positive
values or close to zero; therefore we set the De parameter equal to
zero for all sites to simplify the calculations. This is in accordance
with a recent study reported by Abbott et al.31
Metallic interactions were modeled using the second-moment
approximation of the tight binding theory32 (TB-SMA) which
takes into account the many-body character of the metallic bond
and has been proved to reproduce most of the characteristic
properties of gold and palladium. We chose the parameter set III
reported by Ismail and Johnston20 Molecular dynamics simulations using our homemade code were also performed to simulate
the coalescence process between Pd and Au nanoparticles of
309 atoms (approximately 2 nm of diameter). The velocity-Verlet
algorithm was used to integrate the equation of motions with an
integration step of 1 fs. All coalescence simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble (NVT) using the Andersen
thermostat to keep the temperature constant at 500 K.

Results and discussions
We show the synthesis of Au/Pd nanoparticles by inert gas
condensation and their characterization by aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), using a high
angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector to investigate
nanoalloying in real time. The STEM study shows in atomicdetail the rearrangement of Pd under the effect of the electron
beam, and the differences originated by the two methods of
deposition. Using computer simulations we propose that
CO adsorption on Pd nanoparticles is critical to obtain the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Aucore–Pdshell structures observed with STEM, instead of Pdcore–
Aushell as theoretically predicted by previous studies.
The nanoalloying mechanism of Au–Pd NPs was investigated
in real time by atomic resolution imaging of the coalescence of
Au and Pd during the electron beam irradiation inside a transmission electron microscope. The processes were monitored by
Cs STEM-HAADF microscopy coupled to electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS). In HRTEM the contrast is strongly related
to the atomic weight of the element, and the location of Au and
Pd atoms can be easily tracked.
Gold and palladium nanoparticles with average size of 5 nm
were grown by inert gas deposition onto holey carbon copper
microgrids. The materials were named X/Y, where ‘‘X’’ was the
first metal deposited onto the grid. When the target employed
was already an alloy it was named X@Y. In the present study we
have focused our interest on the same system through three
different approaches: Au/Pd; Pd/Au and Au@Pd in order to
avoid any effect of the synthesis conditions.
Au/Pd and Pd/Au
For these two experiments, Au and Pd—and vice versa—nanoparticles of approximately 5 nm in diameter were deposited
separately onto the microgrid. Fig. 1a shows a scheme of the
system, where some metal nanoparticles of two different chemical natures were deposited onto amorphous carbon. Fig. 1b
displays an aberration corrected STEM-HAADF image of the
as-synthesized products. The image is formed by incoherent
electrons scattered at high angles, and the intensity depends on
the atomic number (Z). Therefore, bright particles correspond to
gold (Z ¼ 79) and dark particles are Pd (Z ¼ 46). The order in
which metals were deposited did not produce significant differences. After recording the initial data, the sample was kept under
the electron beam irradiation over several minutes in order to
force the mobility of the nanoparticles. Fig. 1c–f show a series of
aberration corrected images of gold and palladium NPs which
are evolving with time. For Fig. 1c–f the electron beam of 2.8 pA
was focused onto a small area of about 12 nm2 and kept constant
for several minutes. The original size of the Pd nanoparticle was
6 nm in diameter and it presented a structured core (internal
dotted circle, Fig. 1c) surrounded by a disordered shell (external
dashed circle, Fig. 1c). The much brighter gold nanoparticle
exhibited good crystallinity, adopting a decahedral shape
oriented along its [111] direction with a diameter of 4.7 nm. Both
crystals were initially linked through a neck of 3.6 nm. Fig. 1d
presents the images recorded after two minutes when no big
changes had taken place, except for a minimum tilting produced
by irradiation when placing Au nanoparticles right on the axis
with respect to the electron beam. Moreover, a darker contrast
can be observed in both figures (white arrow), which was not
present in Fig. 1c. This change is attributed to the presence of Pd
coating the Au, which became larger after 5 and 10 minutes
(Fig. 1e and f). During the entire coalescence process, it was
observed that the gold nanoparticle remained stable in its original position on the grid. The Pd diffused over the carbon
to coalesce with the Au through the initial formation of
a ‘‘neck’’, coating the gold and forming a core–shell structure
(AucorePdshell). Further evidence of the process of coalescence
was the size change occurred in the Pd NP which decreased from
Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 5013–5019 | 5015
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic model representing the supported nanoparticles, (b) low magnification spherical-aberration (Cs) corrected STEM-HAADF
images of Au (bright) and Pd (dark) nanoparticles. (c–f) Sequence of Cs-STEM-HAADF images recorded over several minutes at an electron beam of
2.8 pA. (d1) Comparison of the real micrograph shown at (d), with a simulated micrograph (small squared region) of a decahedral AuPd particle. The
elemental distribution of the model particle is represented by yellow (gold) and blue (palladium) spheres. The area in the simulated STEM image that
does not correspond to the decahedron was made transparent for clarity. (g) Artificially colored intensity map profile.

6 nm to 4.8 nm (see the size of the external dashed circle for
reference in Fig. 1f). An artificially colored map is plotted in
Fig. 1g. This map was created based on the intensity measurements of each atom and it more clearly shows the difference in
contrast between Au and Pd.
By plotting the intensity profile over crystals after beam irradiation, the formation of a core–shell structure can be confirmed
(see ESI, S1†). In addition, two similar nanoparticles, Pd and Au,
were analyzed by means of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX), ESI S2†, to unambiguously corroborate the relation
between composition and intensity. An EDX line profile was
performed rastering the icosahedral Au NP and the ordered Pd
NP confirming their composition.
One of the main sources of interest in using high resolution
STEM, instead of similar electron microscopy techniques, is the
direct dependency of the intensity signal on the atomic number of
the atoms present in the specimen. This, and the fact that in
STEM the defocus value does not have an effect on intensity as
strong as on conventional TEM, make this technique very
convenient for the study of metallic systems. The intensity signal
generated by an atom in STEM goes approximately as Z1.5, and
thus the contrast between gold and palladium should be evident.
5016 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 5013–5019

But, since also the length of a particular atomic column will
affect the intensity of the spot that represents that column in the
micrograph, a model for the geometry and orientation of the
particle is necessary to make a fair interpretation of the STEM
image. So we generated such a model for the micrograph, which
is shown in Fig. 1d. A decahedron was used to describe the
geometry of the five-fold particle (even when the particle is not
strictly decahedral on its borders, it is close enough to a decahedron at the region where Au and Pd meet), and the chemical
composition was defined following the intensity differences in the
micrograph. This model was used to generate a simulated STEM
micrograph; the STEM simulations were made using the
xHREM suite,33 based on the Ishizuka algorithm of the FFT
multislice method.34 The simulated electron beam was of 200 kV,
 and a defocus value of 10 nm; the
with a resolution close to 0.7 A
inner and outer detector angles were set to 50 and 200 mrad
respectively, and convergence semi-angle to 24 mrad. The
comparison between the real and the simulated micrograph is
shown in Fig. 1d1. Here, we have identified the atomic position
of gold (yellow spheres) and palladium (blue spheres) in the
model. The region delimited by the white square contains
a fragment of the simulated micrograph (the empty area in the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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simulated STEM image has been made transparent for clarity),
and, apart from the obvious difference in the reference level of
intensity, the elemental distribution proposed in the model
reproduces the intensity profile obtained in the real micrograph
adequately.
When the beam current was set to 3.75 nA, different results
were obtained. Fig. 2a shows two nanoparticles, Au and Pd, with
a diameter of 5.5 nm. In this case, the beam current was suddenly
increased from 6.2 pA to 3.75 nA. Such a strong and quick
increment resulted in a partial disintegration of the carbon
substrate and an ordering of the initial disordered structure of
the Pd nanoparticle. In Fig. 2a the Pd nanoparticle exhibits
a disordered structure that crystallized after the beam irradiation
(see white arrow in Fig. 2b). This could be the effect of desorption of some poisonous molecules attached to the surface, due to
the strong beam irradiation. The coalescence also occurs through
the formation of a well-structured neck which retains the original
fcc symmetry of the palladium and gold. The neck reached
a diameter of 3 nm and a maximum length of 2 nm (Fig. 2c) to
finally form an alloyed bimetallic nanoparticle (Fig. 2d). The
intensity line profile was plotted along the final material in order
to confirm the bimetallic nature of the nanoparticle35 (see
Fig. 2e).
Au@Pd
When an alloy was used as the target, nanoparticles of 5 nm with
icosahedral and decahedral morphologies were obtained with Au
and Pd perfectly alloyed. Fig. 3a depicts the high-resolution
image of the as-synthesized material and its correspondent
reciprocal space diffractogram presenting a very well crystallized
solid with no significant contrast change on the entire particle
assuming a random distribution of the metals. The measured
lattice constants were 0.23 nm and 0.144 nm, as remarked in
Fig. 3a corresponding to the {111} and {220} planes of an fcc
structure. An atomistic model was constructed to exemplify the

Fig. 3 (a) Cs corrected STEM-HAADF image of two icosahedral
nanoparticles recorded along the [110] orientation. The two d-spacings
marked on the image correspond to the (111) 0.144 nm and (200) 0.23 nm
planes. The FFT is also shown in the inset. (b) Atomistic model representing (a) and (c) simulated STEM image of (b).

structure (Fig. 3a) which is shown in Fig. 3b where a Pd–Au
nanoalloy is evident. This model was used to generate the
simulated STEM micrograph shown in Fig. 3c. As observed,
both the experimental and simulated images are in very good
agreement.
In order to obtain a more detailed understanding of the
experimental evidence, and since most previously theoretical
calculations predict Pdcore–Aushell structures,20,21 simulated
annealing calculations were performed, analyzing the stability of
both naked and carbon monoxide (CO) covered Au–Pd
nanoparticles.
Following the model proposed by West et al.,36 which points
out the possibility of an inversion in the segregation pattern in

Fig. 2 (a–d) Sequence of Cs corrected STEM-HAADF images for a high electron beam irradiation (3.75 nA). (e) Intensity profile taken from (d)
starting at point 1 and ending at 2.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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the presence of CO, from PdcoreAushell to AucorePdshell, we have
performed atomistic simulations with a new semi-empirical
potential for larger systems.
It is widely held in the nanotechnology literature that CO
adsorption on Pd crystalline surfaces is very strong, contrary to
Au, which is known as one of the best noble metals. Even at very
low CO concentration (i.e. ppm) it is expected that most CO
molecules present in the air will adsorb on the palladium surface.
Taking this consideration into account, we have performed
energetic calculations, using the simulated annealing procedure
described above, in order to estimate the relative stability of
different structures (bared PdcoreAushell, bared AucorePdshell, and
CO covered AucorePdshell) using different coverage degree of CO
molecules.
Fig. 4 shows the relative energy (DE), defined as


NP
NP
 EPd
 NCO E CO
EAu
core Pdshell
core Aushell
DE ¼
N
NP
NP
where EAu
and EPd
represent the total energy of
core Pdshell
core Aushell
the nanoparticles with the Au core covered by Pd and vice versa;
N is the total number of atoms, and the last term (NCOECO) is the
energy of CO molecules. Negative values of DE indicate that
AucorePdshell is energetically more stable than PdcoreAushell.
As presented in Fig. 4, the stabilization of AucorePdshell is
produced when at least 10 CO molecules are adsorbed on a 618atom nanoparticle. Consequently, we can state that with a very
small coverage of CO molecules (ca. q ¼ 0.04 monolayers)
a transformation from PdcoreAushell to AucorePdshell is energetically stable. Some selected atomic configurations taken from the
simulated annealing results are also shown in Fig. 4.
Molecular dynamics simulations in the canonical ensemble
have been also performed to study the coalescence process and to

Fig. 5 Electron energy loss spectrum analysis. (a) Cs corrected STEM
image where the scan analysis was taken, green rectangle named as
Spectrum image. Point analysis spectrum extracted from the spectrum
image is shown in inset. (b) EEL spectrum compositional map; the green
color corresponds to palladium and the red color corresponds to oxygen.

compare it with the Cs-corrected STEM data. When naked
particles were brought into contact, diffusion of Au over the Pd
cluster was observed, in contradiction with experimental results
obtained and in close agreement with all previous theoretical
calculations.37 However, if CO molecules are adsorbed onto Pd
nanoparticles, the diffusion of Au over Pd stops during the
simulation time and Janus-like particles are observed due to the
well-known simulated time limitations of the MD technique to
observe infrequent events, like the ones that could be taking place
in the process of CO–Pd diffusion over Au nanocrystals.
In order to experimentally corroborate the presence of oxygen
within the Pd nanoparticles, electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) analysis was carried out. The compositional map
obtained and the corresponding extracted spectrum, Fig. 5,
confirm the presence of oxygen adsorbed onto the Pd nanoparticles. The green color has been attributed to palladium and
the red color to oxygen. The point analysis (raw data) presented
in Fig. 5a inset extracted from one of the Pd nanoparticles
unambiguously confirms the presence of carbon (mostly due to
the microgrid), palladium and oxygen at the same spatial
position.

Conclusions

Fig. 4 Relative energy (DE) as a function of the number of CO molecules (NCO) adsorbed on the AucorePdshell nanoparticle. Negative
values of DE indicate that AucorePdshell is energetically more stable than
PdcoreAushell. The atomic configurations taken from the simulations are
shown: (a) naked NP, (b) 10, (c) 25, (d) 50 and (e) 100 CO adsorbed
molecules. Yellow spheres: Au, blue spheres: Pd, and red spheres: CO
molecules.

5018 | Nanoscale, 2011, 3, 5013–5019

In summary, we have elucidated the alloying mechanism in small
metal nanoparticles by means of state-of-the-art atomic-resolved
electron microscopy. The unexpected results observed experimentally were explained with the aid of computer simulations in
a virtual lab. In this sense, we propose that a very small
concentration of CO molecules in the air should be sufficient to
modify the structure of Pd nanoparticles, leading finally to
AucorePdshell in contrast with most of the previous calculations,
where the chemical effect of CO was neglected.
In conclusion, we have performed a new type of nano-engineering, controlling very precisely the atomic structure and
chemical ordering in real time and using new nanotechnological
approaches. We believe that the present work will open the
possibility to tune the chemical composition of nanocatalysts
very finely.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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